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De Jager Details
Housing Policy
by Paul Otto
This year Dordt College
has
a mere
27 students
living off campus. "Because. ," 'it
. of a drop in enrollment,"~'
says John De Jager, Director
of Resident Life, "we've hAdf
to review our situation and.
make
adjustments."
Those
adjustments include closing·~
most

of

the
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off-campus"

housing
and
requiring ".
students to live on campus.
"But
now
that
upperclassmen
are. moving back
onto campus, especially back
into
the
resident halls,
we have to be sensitive
tol
the needs brought about by
this transition,"
says De
.Jager.
The
new
hOllsin9
policy attempts
to
meet
Downey, Joanna and
those
needs
by
setting'
aside
West
Hall
as
a
residence hall strictly for
upperclassmen
and
by
allowing
all
West
Hall
by Angela Struyk
residents eo have in their
Although Alaska is part of
room a small refrigerator,
the- United States, Americans
which they may rent. from
are often less familiar with
the
·college.
the people and ways of life
Visitation hours for West
in this state, than in many
Ball
residents have been
foreign countries. Bob ~nd
expanded to 4:00 to 11:00
Joanna
Grumblis,
special
p~m. every evening, except
s~udents. at Dordt College,
Friday
and Saturday, when
are from Kotzebue, Alaska.
they are
4:00
p.m.
to
From this part of the United
midnight. Also, there is no
States, a lengthy boat ride
curfew
for
Juniors
and
will bring one to an equally
Seniors regardless of where
remote area of the Soviet
they live. Says De Jager,
Union.
"We tend to -push the trust
Bob
and
ccenna
are
aspect--we treat people as
returning to school te get
mature
individuals
unless
their elementary education
they show themselves to be
degrees.
With
them
are
otherwise •••• The response
their two sons, Joshua and
from West Ball 'residents,"
Micah, in addition to Bob's
De Jager reports, "has been
mother, Gwen Grumblis, and
positive."
Ruth Downey, a native of
Alaska.
The Grumblises
have been
living in the 2000 populated
town of Kotzebue with its 85
per cent native Americans
for five years now, working
at a residentfal group home
for young people. They were
both attending George Fox
College in Oregon when they
became aware of a need for
people
to work with the
young people in Kotzebue.
Bob graduated with a degree
in psychology,
and Joanna
with
a degree in social
John De Jager, Director of
services.
Resident Life
"The Lord laid it on our
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which
at times
hearts to serve,-" was how evident,
Bob described their decision leads to frustration. "We're
to move to Alaska.
"The reminded always that we're
region is going through a not Christians there just to
results,"
and
he
cultural change. There are get
all
kinds
of
social, stressed the importance of
emotional,
economic them being "a light."
Because Bob and Joanna do
repercussions coming from
it. We see an even greater most of their work with the
need
to
be
Christian native Eskimo people, they
examples there during this have tried to fit some of
time. Kotzabue has one of the eskimo ways of life into
the highest suicide, drug their own. The reason th~y
to
receive
their
and alcohol abuse rates in want
elementary education degrees
the nation," he explained.
The
group
home
which is so they can become more
with
the whole
shelters
socially
and involved
emotionally
disturbed community.
children for long term or
emergency shelter, was the
'It's almost a cultural shock
Grumblis's
"bread
and
coming down to the 48.'
butter."
But the biggest
reason they went ~as to be
"It's almost a cultural
Christian
witnesses.
"There's a great need for shock coming down to the
forty-eight
because
Christian young people;" Bob lower
said. The Grumblises and a things are so different,"
small
group
of
other commented Joanna.
The Grumblises
described
Christians belonging to the
like
in
life
is
Quaker church in the area, what
organize
youth
retreats, Kotzebue, Alaska. One of the
summer
camps, and Gospel
trips to remote villages.
Bob and Joanna said that
their witnessing was not to
go "with all the answers,"
but ~o live with the people
and share Jesus in everyday
situations.
Bob said that results from
theiT efforts are not always
can't. p. 5
r ,
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by William ~~yerhQtf
People for the American Way is attempting to undermine
the credibility of TV evangelist Pat Robertson's
presidential
campaign by producing a twenty minute video
from Robertson's
"700 Club" broadcasts.
This video sho~s
Fobertson attacking the Supreme Court, and Social
Security, claiming divine support.
Although I do not agree with the .ideology of The People
for the American Way, I do agree with them that Robertso~
would be a dangerous president. Robertson makes no secret
of his mixing religion and politics. As a reformed
Christian, I agree that life is religion and that it is
impossible to divorce religion from politics. However,
Robertson's
religous beliefs include some dangerous
falsehoods such as his belief~in prophecy for today,
pre-millennial
eschatology,
and special, personal divine
revelation
(Robertson claims that God often speaks
directly to him).
What effect would Robertson's
religous beliefs have on
his political ideology? An example of the dangerous
affect that his views could have, are in Middle East
politics. Robertson believes that Isreal's becoming a
nation in 1948 fulfilled divine prophecy. The practical
implications
of this are that Isreal can do no wrong and
that all of the Middle East problems are the fault of the
Arab nations. Robertson appeals to the Bible to support
this position, but his exegesis of scripture leaves a lot
to be desired.
,
Robertson's
pre-millennial
escha~o]ogy would have grave
implicat.ions for the environment.
He believes in the
imminent return of Christ, an event that he believes will
occur in the very near future. Before Christ returns,
Christians will be "raptured" off the earth (some~hing
similar to being "beamed up" in the Star Trek series).
Thus Christians can feel free to rape the environment
because the heathen will be stuck with it. This was also
the view that former Sec. of the Interior James Watts
held (James Watts is a born-again ~hristian who is a
member of the Assembly of God church).
Although I do agree with Robertson on isolated issues,
such as his position on abortion, I think that his
ideology is even more dangerous than those of modern
secular humanists. If Robertson does run in 1988, he will
not have my vote of confidence.
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"ONE OF THE YEAR'S 10 BEST"
NattonoI Board of AevIew

"Brllllant! THE

"""""""

~AtThe MoYIes"
• Roger Ebert II Gene SIskel
US MagazIne - Stephen SChoerer

KILLING FIELDS'ls

a
brllllant, pawerfully
stirring, haunting story
of friendship and war. It
should be seen by
anyone with a heart and

mind."
- Julie Salamon,
THE WALL STREET
JOURNAL

UAn extraordinary
movie! So compelling
and convincing you
can't tear your eyes
from the screen. Irs not
to be missed."
- David Ansen,
NEWSWEEK
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new
to be
read.

I

President John Hulst presents Iowa Governor Terry
Branstad with a copy of Thirty Five and Counting, a
book by Dordt Prof. James Schaap.
Branstad visited
campus briefly on Tuesday.
He spoke in the S.U.B. lounge
to a crowd of students, staff and faculty. His stop here
was part of a tour of Northwest Iowa.
Late the same da~
he visited Northwestern-College
in Orange City, and Buena
Vista Colleg~ in Storm Lake.

eYlil1\tll on campus

Any letters. comments or opinions are
welcome. Contributions ttl the Daimond
mlt8t be received by the Saturday before
publication,
Address contdbutioNl to:
Illomond
!>mit
Sioux Center, Iowa 81280
The Diamond ntlMtlVe8 the right to edit 01'
refuse publk:ation of any contribution.
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General 300 fulfills a need
by Beth Evink
When classes started this
semester, I talked to many
students
about
their
schedules. Many were upset
that they were required to
take General 300, Calling,
Task, and Culture. It meant
they would have to spend
quite a bit of money on the
books used in the course.
And they were not convinced
that reading the material
would be worth their time.
To top it all off: half of
class
at
8:00
in
the
morning!
We
know
that
Dordt
requires certain classes in
order
to
fulfill
its
commitment
to
Christian
higher
education.
As
students at Dordt College we
are committed to the goals
and objectives which Dordt
represents.
The central
educational
task of Dordt college is to
provide genuine
Christian
insight
on
an
advanced
level. Members of the body
of Christ
are continually
confronted
by
the
difficulties
of our
age.
National and international
tensions enter our
homes
through the media:. political
and economic problems touch
our
everyday
lives: and
the power of technology
and
mass communications
affects
\,S all.
.
Dordt,
as
a Christian
colleg~1
aims
to
train
kingdom citizens ~
of
the demands of the culturai
mandate,
equipped
to
carry
out
their
tasks
within
the community
of
believers,
able
to
discern
the----spi!itual
direction
of
our
civilization, and prepared
to
advance
in
loving

service
the
claims
of living out that'education in
Christ over all areas of the world. All majors must
life.
come
together
to
gain
Are these objectives being instruction
and
plan
a
met?
Is Dordt fulfilling strategy.
its task of providing the
Loo~, for example, at a
kind
of
insight
that football
game.
In
a
enalbes its
students
to football game, each
team
carry
out
their
tasks huddles together and plans
effectively
in
this a strategy. Each team is
complicated world?
made up of a variety of
Rev.
Baan,
former players.
There
are
President of Dordt ,College, quarterbacks,
halfbacks,
has
struggled
with this fullbacks, linebackers, wide
question
for years. Baan receivers
and
kickers.
has traveled throughout the The stra~egy wouldn"
be,
u.s.
.and Canada visiting effective
if
the
team
with former Dordt students. consisted
of
all
Through his observations and quarterbacks
or
all
discussions with them he has halfbacks. A team is needed,
concluded that Dordt is not containing
a
variety of
doing enough to prepare its positions. The huddle
is
graduates
to withstand the very important in the game.
pressures of our age. He
Imagine that the football
said
that after about 3 field represents the world
years students lose interest and the game is life. There
in continuing the redeeming are two teams -- the Spirit
process. They accept
the of Christianity
and
the
patterns of a worldly life Spirit of I_Evil. In orderstyle. They are unable· to for us to stand up to our
cope
with
the
opposing opposition
we,
need
a
forces.
strategy;
we
need
Dr.
Vander Stelt, too, instruction:
we
need to
has spoken with both present huddle. Our team consists
Dordt students and alumni. of members from a variety of
Students
were'
concerned careers. This cross career
about dealing with 0eP0~~
huddle
helps
us
~ain
forces after they graduate. ins€ructions· and p an our
The alumni expressed regrets counterattack on the Spirit
at not having been
more of Evil.
prepared for the pressures
Gen. 300 is our time out.
of the world.
It is a time
when we as
In
the past years the members of a team can huddle
administration also realized together.
,
th~t they were not doing
The syllabus for Calling,
enough
to
equip
Dordt Task and Culture provides us
students for the problems with a list of objectives.
they
face.
They
saw These objective fulfill the
the
need
for
a
class need expressed in Dordt's
that would
systematically statement
of
purpose.
address
those
problems. Calling, Task and Culture
Students need a cross-career provides the insight that
reflection
on
Christ enables
Christians
to
centered education and on carry
out
their
tasks

Dr. yander Stelt emphasizes
a point during a lecture in
Calling, Task, and Culture.

effectively.
Gen.
300,
Calling, Task and Culture
fulfills a need. It should
be kept
as
a
required
course at Dordt College.

A~e you still looking for a
date for Friday night? Why
not give Bessie a call: she
ain't no dog.
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The Fallacious
Footrace
,-;](
by Dean Draayer
Achilles and the Tortoise
middle of nowhere Greece,

meet on a dusty road in the
in the 5th century B.C.

Achilles: Mr. Tortoise! Fancy meeting you here!
Mr. Tortoise:
I fail fa ,see anything fancy about it.
Nonetheless,
it's nice to see you again, Achilles.
I haven't seen you for a week- since we went out for
beer and pizza.
ACHS:Yea, what a disaster that was. You know how I hate I
anchovies. Don't play that trick on me again.
Anyway, why are you here?
MR T:[after a brief pa~se] I am here because
Zeno. You
should know, he invented you ~oo.
ACHS:Come on Mr. T, you take me too literblly. You know
what I meant.
MR T:A hundred apologies. I get carried away sometimes.
ACHS:Who is this zero, or Zeno, or whatever it is you
said? Some Zen Master Mathematician?
.
MR T:No, no. He's a philosopher
from Elea. He'll be
famous in the future for his paradoxes about motion.
ACHS:But I know nothing about philosophy,
I'm just a dumb
jock, an ath lete.
MR T:Well, he's an interesting
guy. Most people think he
has a screw loose (whatever a~screw is). He proved
that motion was impossible.
ACHS:That's
absurd!
MR T:No, that's reductio absurdum, the method by which
he came t~ his conclusion.
[Mr T notices a piece of
paper blowing across the.road]. Hey, what's that?
ACHS:It's a piece of paper.
MR T:I know that! You take me too literally.
[Achilles
picks up the paper!.
ACHS:There's
writing on it. It says,~You laugh at me
because I reject all. movement as'absurd and impossible: you rail at me for a fool ••• See to it that you
are not yourselves living in a glass housel" It's
signed "Zeno.~ [Achilles looks perplexed]. What do
you make of it Mr T?
MR T:I could make a paper airplane of it, even though
airplanes wen" t be invented for a good time to come.
[Achilles wags his head]. O.K., I'm sorry. I suppose
Zeno is trying to defend himself and his paradoxes.
ACHS:Just what are these paradoxes?
MR T:Well, there are four of them. Taken together, they
show that motion is impossible.
One of the paradoxes
is known as "Achilles and the Tortoise."
ACHS:What a coincidence!
It sounds contrived to me. So
how does the paradox go?
MR T:I will now enlighten you. It goes as follows.
Suppose Achilles and the Tortoise are to have a foot
race. Since the-Tortoise
is slower, Achilles gives
him a head start, hopefully a big one. And the race

of

begins.Achilles
reaches the point where the Tortoise
started, but the Tortoise has moved forward a small
distance. When Achilles reaches this point, the
Tortoise has moved forward to another point.
ACHS:So Achilles is getting closer, and will soon pass
the Tortoise, right?
MR T:According
t~ common sense. But Zeno, who does not
trust common sense, says otherwise. Whenever
Achilles has reached a point where the Tortoise was,
the Tortoise is no longer there,but has moved ahead.
The concl~sion is that Achilles cannot overtake the
Tortoise because the Tortoise will always be a
little bit ahead.
ACHS:I don't believe it! Zeno's out to lunch! Common
sense and experience tells me that Achilles will
pass the Tortoise. Let's have a race ~ight here .and
now and I~ll prove it to you.
_
MR T:Me race against you? Don't be ridiculous!
You're
Achilles, the fleetest of foot of all mortals, and
I'm just a tea-totalling
Tortoise. Anyway, the point
is that Zeno doesn't trust common sense ~nd experience. He believes that thinking is the key to
truth. In order to refute his paradox, one must find
a fallacy in his reasoning.
ACHS:But you know I hate reasoning. Tell me what's going
on here. Maybe Zeno is right about motion. I can't
find any flaw in his r,asoning.
MR T:The paradox is set up in such a way that Achilles is
always behind the Tortoise. So it just appears that
the answer to the question ~When does Achilles pass
the Tortoise?" is "never." If we were to approach
this problem like any 19th century physics student,
we would form two equations,
one for Achilles and
one for the Tortoise, which relate the distance
travelled by the competitors
to the time elapsed. We
could then solve the equations to find the time when
the passing occured. But our mathematics
~sn't that
developed, so who can blame Zeno? This is not a
refutation of the paradox, it's just a different
approach to the problem.
ACHS:Well,
it's good enough for me.
MR T:Now for Zeno's next paradox.
ACHS:Hold on, hold onl I've had enough for today, Zeno is
bad jazz.
MR T:Don't let it get you down, Achilles. It will be
another 24 centuries before mathematicians
refute
Zeno's paradoxes in full.
ACHS:It's getting late. ~l this talk about Zeno's
paradox reminds me of school, "Achilles can never
catch up with his homework because whenever he gets
close, it moves further ahead of him." Nice running
into you, or should I say ahead of you. Good-bye
Mr T.
MR T:Later,Achilles.
Don't strain your brain.
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continu~d from p.l

his
land
transportation
consists of a snow mobile
and a Honda fou~-wheeler.
"Your whole life revolves
around weather conditions,"
explained
Joanna.
~heir
favorite time of the year is
winter because that's the
season when the people of
that area have the greatest
mobility. "That's when the
fun begins!" she exclaimed.
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LET'S GO DUTCH
with the Netherlandic Studies Program
in the Spring Semester 01 1987

our use of butter. Mip kuq
is dried seal, paniq taq is
Courses Ollered
any form of dried meat, "our
Dutch Language and Literature
kids really go for that,"
Dutch Art and Architecture
said
Joanna.
Eskimo ice
Dutch Culture and Society
History of the Low Countries
cream is Whipped caribou fat
International MarkeUng
with berries picked from the
Individual Studies
area. aob said they did not
For further information contact:
eat this food (collectively
Dr. K.J. Boot, Director
called
Nipipiaq)
all
the
Netherlandic Studies Program
time, and said it would be
Dord! College
quite a feast to have it all
Sioux Center, Iowa 51250
"What
snow
brings
is
together.
Call collect (712)722~3771
accessibility
to
go
Bob said that things are
Ext. 6263 or 6261
anywhere; up the m~untain,
slowly changing for these
Deadline: November 1, 1986
out on the tundra, on the people. They are having a
ice." Bob explained how the difficult time trying to fit
"When I first went up there,
The Grurnblises can foresee
whole family can go for a their old way of life in
I saw lots of opportunities themselves living in Alaska
ride with one snow mobile.
for economic gains. Hosts for many years. They do not
with the twentieth century.
"We hand build wooden sleds
of white people are there feel that t.heir children are
He
i~lust!ated, this
by
out of hickory wood and rope
for economic gain--they go being deprived by a more
saying in some villages ne~r
ties,
and we pull those
up for
two
years
then primitiv~ way
of life, but
Kotzebue there is no running
behind our snow mobiles. We
they're
gone
and
have rather see it as a great
water, yet microwave ovens
put all of our baggage in
contributed nothing to the learning experience.
They
and televisions are being
there, twenty gallons
of
culture
or
people." The are also excited about .t.he
used.
gas, rna and the kids." Bob
natives
do
not
quick~y opportunities
for
their
said the nicest temperature
become
friends
with the four-year-old
Joshua
in
to make a trip in is from They never know whether they
"white people" because they' Sioux Center for a year, and
ten below to zero degrees. will run into wolves, wolvare afraid as soon as they have
enrolled
him
in
"You can't forget to tie erines or moose while
get to know the" they will pte-school,
gymnastics a1 J
leave.
swimming
lessons.
Bob's
your rifle on your
back traveling.
either
for
meat
or
"One of the things I've mother is taking care of her
protection."
Bob explained
seen as a difference between two
small
grandchildren
The rnupiaqs
(the tribal
that they never know whether name
here and there is that there while Bob and Joanna are
for the- Eskimos in
they will run into wolves, Alaska) are being told
you have a sense for the going to Dordt.
that
wolverines,
or mQose while they should have jobs and be
needs of people. Here it's
The Grumblise$~look forward
they are traveling.
much
more
how
can
I
respond
to
a year in this community,
successful, but the people
t~ my awn needs. I thing as and believe they.have much
ahe Grumblises hav.e picked
wonder how to fit in the~r
up dog sledding as a hobby.
Christians you also have to to gain by being here. They
hunting, fishing and self
When they moved to Sioux sUbsistancy with an eight
think of
the
needs
of also hope to be able to let
Center they took their
lead hour a day job. "They're
others,"
Joanna said and others gain from their own
dog, a female .husky
and nomadic people and live by
referred .specifically to the experiences and new role in
four of her puppies along. the season.
local
problem of alcohol th~ community.
Our
culture
Bob
said
that
it
is says you have to live by the
abuse. "It's nothing to have
important ~to have a strong clock."
two or three people coming
Students Get More Aid,
(to the shelter) over at
bond between the lead dog
The Eskimos are also facing
night drunk, or asking for But less Education
and himself in order to have criticism for their use of
money.
People are real, with Than In 1980
a strong team, and he would animal pelts. Bob explained
visible needs, they don't
have weakended t~is bond had that the Eskimos use only
try to cover things up and, (CPS) -- Colleges, states
what
they need
to make
he left the dogs in Alaska.
and the federal government
hide them."
Bob told how he obtains parkas and muk luks {warm
gave
out more than $21 bil"The use of the
much of the family's meat fur boots}.
lion
in financial aid to
some
ways
"Eskimos
are
in
with the Eskimos.
"These total animal is a necess~ty
studePts
to get through the
than
we
are
more
Christian
for
living,
rather
than
for
people are hunter-gatherers.
in living."
1985-86 school year, but
explained
Bob.
We hunt the caribou when sport,"
students couldn't buy as
aren't culturally
they
pas$ through during "People
much education with it as
Bob and Joanna are very
migration
time. When
the sensative to the needs of
they could five years ago,
sensitive to the problem of
caribou are gone we go out other people. We're really
a
new report by the College
racial
discrimination
·the
seeing
that."
Bob
and
Joanna
on the ocean and hunt whales
Board says.
native
Americans
receive.
and seals." Bob remarked, said· that the Eskimo people
"Financial aid for stud"In a lot of our classes we
"They're
genuises
of don't live to make a profit,
ents amounted to over $21
hear about minorities, but
survival. Anyone that can but use only what they need
billion in 1985-86, a 23
no-one is consciously aware
live in that. climate and to live on. "Eski~os in some
percent gain over 1980-81,
,of
native
Americans.
We
ways are more Christian than
survive ••••"
although tha~'s before
watched
the
liberty
we are in living. Eor them
Not only do the Grumblises
celebrations this summer and adjusting for inflation,"
hunt with the Eskimos" but to give to someone is really
says Janet Hansen, the
I think of native Americans.
they eat their food as well. important." Bob tdld
how
board's
director of policy
For
,us
it's
liberty,
but
"We never responded to raw the "white man" has tried to
analysis
..
for
the
native
Americans
it
fish and ~hale blubber with monopolize the making of muk
After adjusting for inflwas bondage. We say we will
'yuck,' we just tried it," 'luks "which are far superior
ation, however, it seems the
love them on our own terms,
said
Joanna.
She
said to
anything
modern
increase in the number of
rather than on their terms,
can put out."
that -one of the Eskimos' technology
aid GolIards didn't help all
but we should be thinking
specialties is muk tuk--the The Eskimo woman who makes
outer layer of whale skin the boots is told she could
how can we help each other that much.
"In real dollars, (the
and blubber. "It's not gross make a living from it, but
together? A lot of times
amount
of aid) dropped three
like
eating fat
in our will. actually only sell two
Qur culture thinks we have
percent
over that periOd,"
society. Muk tuk goes a lot or three pairs a year to buy
all the answers, and others
she says, adding college
farther than a ham sandwich, some food or have money for should conform, but that's
costs have increased faster
trips.
The not what God is calling us
in twenty below." They also hunting
than
the rate of inflation.
use great amounts of seal remaining she will give away to,
he
asks us
to be
oil, which Bob equated with
to her children or friends. conformed in Him!" Bob sai.d.
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Save money and stay in style
Sioux Falls, Sioux City, and
by William Meyerhoff
Do you get frustrated when there is even one in Lemars.
Ho~ should one go about
you go shopping for clothes
and
end
up
spending thrift shopping? The first
of business is to
exorbitant
sums of money, order
overcome
the social stigma
only· to see your clothes go
society
casts upon
out
of fashion the next that
used
year? Does the ritual of individuals who buy
selecting
a new wardrobe clothing. Once this is dealt
each fall for the school with, pick a day when you're
year
make
you nauseous? in a good mood, and take a
local
Then perhaps thrift-shopping friend along to a
shop.
Once
is
the remedy
for your second-hand
there, browse extensively;
malady.
Thrift stores and second- it takes time to find that
hand shops have been around one article of clothing that
your
style.
I
for years, but it was not suits
classic
styles
until the eclectic
'80's recommend
that
thrift-shopping
has such as straight wool skirts
or wool sport coats (they'll
come into vogue. Second-hand
shops
are
now
well be in style forever).
When you find something
established
enterprises
in
urban areas such as Boston that you like, get a second
or Toronto, but they are opinion from your friend.
starting to spring up even After you've done all the
browsing you can
handle,
in rural areas.
take
your
merchandise
to the
The recent popularity of
counter.
Depending
on
the
thrift shops is partially
due to the "New Wave," and shop, you may be able to
bargain for cheaper. prices,
·post-Punk- roovements. These
movements draw on the past especially if you are buying
in eclectic
fashion,
in several items.
After you've bought your
trying
to create
a new
fashion trend. Narrow ties clothes, go home and wash
and bare-shouldered,
tight them before wearing them;
bodiced
skirts
from
the you don't know where they've
fifties; seersucker
sui~s; been. Finally, don't bum out
tab collars; pastels; black if you get hom~ and find out
leather; and a host of other 'that you've bought something
fashion elements are fused that you might not wear,
into
the fashion of the after all, you only paid two
dollars for it.
eighties.
There are two types of
thrift shops, public donor
Crossword Puzzle Solution
shops such as Goodwill and
Salvation Army, and private
shops that tend to cater to
new wavers and punks.
As mentioned earlier, you
don't have to be in a ma jOIurban
center
to
take
advantage of the great deals
at
thrift
shops"
(most
clothing items are
under
$3 in price, full length
winter coats being a bit
more,
$S-$lS). There are
several good thrift shops in
qAOAOOAAOOAQOA·POAAAAA·'AAQQPQ'A.AR9~i.AAAOPQ'9'·AQ9A9A

CREATIVE HAIRSTYLING FOR MEN & WOMEN
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Renee Kroese, owner/stylist
Renae Te Stroete. stylist
Hours: MON. thru SAT.' 9 A.M. - 5 P.M.
MON. thru THURS. evenings
232 North Main Ave.
Located just south of First National Bank
(712) 722-0008
06666666666.6606666
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'Killing Fields'
million
of
their
seven
by Angela Struyk
countrymen during
This weekend's film, part .million
of the Great American Films their four year reign. And
this backdrop
is
series,' is entitled
"The although
one
Killing
Fields,"
and is horrifyi.ng to watch,
that the film is
indeed a great and powerful senses
shown
through
war hardened
film.
eyes,
and
only
a
narrow view
"Fields· deals with the
of
reality
is
given. The
actual story of The New
film does not really dwell
York
Times
journalist,
Sidney Schanberg (played by on the gory details, one
Sam
Waterson),
who
was sees blood being swept down
reporting from the Cambodian a hospital s~airwell as the
focuses
on
tnow
Kampuchia)
capital, camera
Schanberg's
face.
Phnom Penh, at the time of
What makes this film so
the Khmer Rouge takeover.
powerful
as it is, is due
Schanberg, one of the top
largely
to the acting of
American reporters in SouthBaing
S.
Ngor. Ngor is a
east Asia, accredits much of
former
Cambodian
doctor, who
his success to his Cambodian
actually
suffered
and
guide,
interpreter
and
survived
the
brutal
exile
of
friend, Dith Pran (played by
the
killing
fields.
Although
Raing S. Ngor).
he .is not a trained actor,
The
movie·
shows
how his
earnest
portrayal,
Schanberg
and
Pran work undoubtably
real to his own
together on top
stories, life,.
seems
entirely
until
the
Khmer
Rouge authentic.
takeover
separates
them.
Although it is at times
Fran is exiled to a labor difficult
to
follow the
camp, the killing fields.
story line, and the foreign
Schanberg,
along with other
languages are not subtitled
Western journalists, is sent
(actually giving
a
more
back
to the states. One realistically
confusing
disturbing
scene
shows portrait),
"The
Killing
Schanberg watching
a video
Fields" is not to be missed.
tape of the horrible effects
An After Image will be given
of the Cambodian war, from across
the hall in elS8
his comfortable
New
York after the 6:30 showing. All
apartment. At the same time, are invited for discussion
Pran is hiding lizards in and refreshments.
his pockets secretly, while
his
countrymen are
being
killed
by
ruthless
$ EASY MONEY!!
brainwashed
Khmer
Rouge
I ,will pay $25 for your phone
children.
The film is a
graphic
book. Call Lee Ramsey
portrayal
of the takeover
Collect After 6:00 PM
which executed or starved
at: (615) 577·7237
to death an estimated three
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So
opens with a cut
errtLtIed
"Red
Rain,"
a
song about nuclear wintere

Review

"I am standing up at the
waters edge in my dream/ I
cannot make a single sound
as you scream/
It canlt be
that cold, the ground is
still warm to touch! hay ay
ay we touch/ this place is
so
quiet,
sensing
that
storm." _

7

heat! In your eyes I am
complete/ In your eyes/ I
see
the
doozwe y
to
a
thousand church~s/
In your
eyes/ The resolution of all
the fruitless searches/
In
your eyes/ I see the light
and the heat! In your eyes!
Oh, r want to b~ complete!
r want to touch the light!
The
heat I see in your
eyes."

Music
Masters, Nibbelink
Perform Recital

by Steve Mulder
On Tue~day, September
30,
a combined
student recital
was given
in the
Dordt
chapel by Mary
Nibbelink,
and
Melanie
"Mercy
Stre~t·
is clarinet,
Masters,
french horn. The
dedica~ed
to the late Anne
two were accompanied on the
Though
the
words
are Sexton, author of a poem by
piano by Lisa Duitman, wife
ambiguous,
"Red Rain" has the same titlee It~is a very
,of
Dordt Band and Orchestra
mellow
tune
with
religous
excellent
instrumental
and
director
Henry Duitman.
connot.a
t.Lona
throughout.
vocal sounde
Peter
then
Included in the recital
steps out of the ~rai.n" long Gabriel then leaps into the
was
a
brass
quintet,
enough to be your "Sledge- "Big Time" with an exuberant
"Hi there!" "Big Time is a featuring Melanie Masters'
hammer."
french horn. Other members'
~Sledgehamm~r"
takes
a happy-go-lucky "yuppy" song,
of
the quintet were Janice
suitable
for
jamming
while
dramatic change in approach
VanderZee
(trumpet) ,
cruising
through
Boston
in
a
to sexuality compared
to
Jannalyn Braaksma {t.r-umpeuI",
Peter's earlier tunes like BMW!
Marlin Vol~ink
(trombone),
"Lay Your Hands on Me," and
(tuba).
"live had
enough,
I'm and Kent Zevenhergen
"I
Have
the
Touch,"
Mezzo-soprano
Julie
getting
out!
to
the
city,
Security,
1982.
More
VanderWilt
also
assisted
in
the
big
'big
city!
r'll
be
a
serious is "Don't Give Up,"
the recital.
~hich features Kate Bush as big noise with all the big
Many relatives from both
gue$t vocalist. Rough times boys/ There's so much st~ff
families were seated in the
and unemployment
hit home I will own."
audience. Many friends and
and a voice of reassurance
comes forth to comfort and
The song is a lot of fun relatives remained for the
encourage
the weary. Next, and it balances "So's· more reception after the recital.
Former Dordt Band director
Peter hear~
·That
Voice serious side.
Again."
.French
African
·We Do What We're Told" is Gerald Bouma also attended
drummer Manu Katche! does based on Milgram'S exper~- the recital. Dre Bouma was a
inflluence
on
the
an excellent job making this ments. It pictures a world big
tune come alive with his in which all thoughts and instrumental careers of both
rums ana percussion.
;';;'-a~c"'t:ions
are controlled.
The performers.
"In Your
Eyes"
is
a world submits to "One doubt/
The
ladies
alternated
masterpiece.
The refrain is One voice/ One war/
One short
sections
of
the
recital.
The variety and
a touching display of love truth/. One
dream." So
and emotion:
closes with "This is the
movement on stage kept the
Picture,"
sung by Laurie performance
moving and made
it very enjoyable
for the
"~ll my instincts, they Anderson and Gabriel.
Peter Gabriel has always audience.
return/ and the grand facade
so $oon will burn/ without a had a lot to offer artistMelanie Masters is from
noise, without my pride/ I ic~lly. This is no less true Alexander City, Alabama. She
senior,
reach out from the inside/ concerning his latest work is a fifth year
majoring
in
elementary
In your eyes! the light the of art: £.Q.e
education and instrumental
music education , Me anie is
Sioux
County
Concert
Series
also student teaching this
~all.
Mary Nibbelink is a senior
from Sioux Center. She 1'S
TheOoeotaChamberPlayers
(October
25,1986)
Coming from the scenic Oneola River Valley, this ensemble will present a varied program of quartet,
majoring in music education
trio, duo and solo music from all periods, includinq music written
for the Players.
for
both
choral
and
JackMorganandtheRussMorganOrchestra
(November
17,1986)
•
1nstrumental
music.
She
Ten musicians, led by Jack Morgan on the trombone,
perform the music of Tommy Dorsey, Glenn Miller.
Russ Morgan and others on the hit parade in the '30's and '40's when Big Band M~sic was at its prime.
began serious training on
AmherstSaxophone
Quartet
(February
18, 1987)
her clarinet as a sophomre
Well known for both their music and their on-stace humor, these superb musicians will
perform a variety
in college.
j

by Michael Turner
"Music and women I cannot
but give my w~y to, whatever
my business is."
-Samuel Pepys Diary, 1666.
So, Peter Gabriel, Griffin
Records, 1986.
Side one
RED RAIN
SLEDGEHAMMER
DON'T GrVE UP
THAT VOICE AGArN
Side two
IN YOUR EYES
MERCY STREET
"
BIG TIME
WE DO WHAT WE'RE TOLD
(milgram's 37)
THIS IS THE PICTURE
(excellent birds)

1
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With his
at.es
tal
burn,
So, Peter Gabriel gives
us one of the finest rock
recordings
of 1986.
So
demonstrates the creativity,
personali ty,
and
emotion
that long-time Peter Gabriel
and new l'
t
fans en J'oy ,
1S eners
appreciate.
Gabriel,
former
lead
singer with Genesis,
left
the group in 1975 after they
completed
"The Lamb
Lies
Down
on
Broadway."
From
there he went on to record
an
album series' entitled
~Peter Gabriel". Gabriel
shows his strength in his
use
of
current
music
technology
combined
with
creative
lyrics.
His
~Security" album, released
in
1982,
incorporates
African
rhythms
to
complement ~he emotion of
the album. In the same way,
22
contains
all
the
quality and feeling that is
so unique to Peter Gabriel.

1

'86-'87 Season

of classical

music, Ragtime jazz and commissioned

works.

BlackJazzDance(March31,

1987)

.

This 14 member dance company will trace black music and dance from ns beginnings in Africa right
up to the modern black music of today. Highly recommended by Dr. Albert McNeil of the McNeil Jubilee
Singers.

American
BoysChoir
(April
6,1987)
This famed Boys Choir will present its imaginative classical repertoire which has entertained Presidents,
Popes and royalty since 1937.

Season Tickets Are Available:

For all your bicycle needs

April 3 --16
Adults-$20.00

Students· $12.00

•

Country
Bikes & Produce

Families·$48.00

For more informationor to purchase a ticket,
contact:

• Will repair all types.
• Home-qrown popcorn
for sale.

Or, call Laura at 722·0761 weekday afternoons
Sioux County Concert Series
337 N. Main Avenue· Sioux Center, Iowa 51250
All performances
begin at 8 p.m. in Ihe Don:lt College Chapel·Mosic
Center In Sioux Cenler. Admission
ship onty, lickets to Individual evenls are nol sold. Dales are subjecl 10 change.

• Used & rebuilt bikes on
hand.

by season member·

''14 mileWest of Hagen Clinic
Ph. 722·4673 . Sioux Center
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sports
Defenders Top Bible College Tearns
elevator stopped, many of
the players became nervous
and
frantic,
but
Perry
Wiersma kept his cool. After
ringing
the
alarm
bell
several times to no avail,
Wiersma used his creativity
and rationality
to trigger
the elevator doors open. He
then
lept
out
of
the
elevator and
helped
his
teammates
(and trainer) to
safety. We all owe a lot to
him. Thank you, Perry.
After a good night's sleep
beat
St .. Paul Bible College
by a score of 4-1.
Incred- the Defender team returned
to action
against
North
ible balance was displayed
by the team, with
seven Central Bible College. The
different
players recording
sun came out for this game,
either goals ~r assists.
and
several Dordt alumni
The
key again for the
showed up to watch the game.
Defenders was sound defense
They were not disappointed,
and
an
offense
that as
the
Defender
team
capitalized
on
every, controlled
the
entire
opportunity.
Dordt out-shot
fast-paced game. _
St. Paul 22-5. Goal scorers
After a frustrating start
were
Tim VanDenend,
Jeff with many shots go~ng over
Dykstra, Ray Middel,
and the
goal,
the Defenders
Perry Wiersma.
adjusted to the bouncy field
That night the team stayed and scored three times. The
in a seven-story hotel in defense
was
again
very
solid, and the game ended
Minneapolis.
A
potential
disaster
occurred
when with Dordt on top 3-0. Goals
were scored by Jim Colyn,
several team members became
Middel
and
Perry
trapped
inside the hotel Ray
elevator which was
stuck Wiersma.
The
team
ret urned
on
between
floors. When the
Saturday
night
with two
ACROSS
33 Make lace
victories
behind
them.
34 Algonquian
Dordf's next five games are
Indian
1 Son of Adam
35 Employ
5 Stitch
at
home.
At
4:00
on
36 Small child
8 Pilaster
Thursday, Oct. 9, Dordt will
37 The ones here
12 Tardy
38 Peel
play South Dakota State, and
13 Be in debt
40 Propel oneself
14 Female
on Saturday, Oct. 11, Dordt
through water
15 Period of time
41 Postscript:
will take on Wartburg.
16 Escapes
abbr.
by steve

Mulder
Tri-State break was filled
with long distance travelling for many students. This
long weekend/ also allowed
time for an extended trip
for the soccer team. The
team departed early Friday
morning for the Minneapolis/
St. ~aul area in Minnesota.
The Defender team was well
prepared and ready to play,
and in their first game of
the weekend they
soundly

18 Deposit
19 For example:

.abbr.
20
21
23
24
26

Float in air
As far as
Therefore
Performer
What follows
day
28 Weary
29 In favor of
30 Roman
bronze
32Dillseed

43
44
45
47
49
51
52
55
56
57

Agave plant
Auricular
Note of scale
Imitate
Parts of
skeleton
Cover
Clandestine
Woody plant
Measure of
weight
Painful

DOWN
1 Toward

shelter

The Puzzle
2 Haggles
3 Greek letter
4 French article
5 Kind of heat
6 Pitcher

© 1984 United Feature Syndicate
COLlEGE PRESS SERVICE

7 Tiny
8 Symbol for
silver
9 Pinch
10 Persons holding
property for
others
11 Choir vclce
16 Nutriment
17 Mix
20 Let it stand
22 King of Bashan
25 Crawl
26 Negative _
27 Seraglio
28 Kind of cross
29 Obese
• 31 Diocese
33 Pedal digit
34 Stylish: colloq.
36 Aggregation
of
people
37 Twine
39 Near
40 Beer mug
41 Time gone by
42 Urge on
44 Preposition
45 Quartet
46 Part of church
48 Before
50 Choose51 Also
53 Concemfnq
54 Exists

Zylstra scored 5 points in
the game.
.
The
Midland
Chiefs
devastated
the Defenders at
the start of the
second
game. The Chiefs started a
6-0 rampage before Defender
coach Mary Schutten called a
time out. Audra De Ruyter
then broke the streak by
scoring for Dordt. Errors
in Defender play contributed
to
Midland's
continued
scoring,
the
Defenders
losing 15-2.
Shirley Kaemingk energized
Dordt's scoring in the third
game, giving Dordt an early
Photo by Curt Westra
4-0 lead. A battle for the
Defender Steve Mulder conlead persisted
throughout
trols the ball at a game
the game. The game was tied
aqainst Drake Sat. Sept 27.
at 6 when Midland's
Tonia
Arehart
scored. The Chiefs
tied it up again at
8.
Although
both teams played
well in the game, Midland
by Jeff Burghgraef
Midland College defeated left the floor with a 15-10
Dordt's
varsity volleyball victory to win the match.
team
in
the
D~fenders'
seventh
match-up
of the
season. Dordt lost 2
of
the
3
games
in
the
September 25 home match.
The Lady Defenders' took
conunand
in
game
one,
snatching it from Midland
15-5.
Shirley
Kaemingk,
Nancy Van Surksum, and Vonda
Broek each scored 4 points,
adding force to the team's
offense. Sue Dokter upped
the
score with with her
single point.
Janet Zylstra ended the
game by serving_to Midland's
back row. Midland returnedthe ball just over the net, Golf Coach Abe Bos. Dardt's
but
Zylstra was waiting. Golf team held the last
The 6-foot freshman
jumped match of the season this
straight up and smashed the week at Sandy Hollow golf
:ball to
Midland's
side. course.

Volleyball Ladies
Lose to Midland

Pucci's Pizza
Don't forget to use your
Pucci's coupon books
'before December 31!
Also there is,
Free
del ivery to any
college student.
IT'S THE CAT'S

MEOW!

Delivery hours 5·10 p.m.
Coupons not valid on delivery

